Development and Implementation of Applications for Hi-Tech Industry

**Project Overview**
Implementation of Oracle Apps 11i

**Industry Category**
Hi-Tech

**THE CLIENT**
The Client is a global leader in developing and marketing database software and technology and enterprise software products. And, a maker of database development tools, ERP software, CRM software and SCM software. 2 years back, it became the second largest software maker.

**SOLUTIONS DELIVERED**
- Preparation of technical specifications from the functional specifications. Received from functional team like CV60, Md70 using AIM Methodology.
- Developing Reports, Conversions and Interface programs that are registered as Concurrent programs and which all run from SRS window.
- Designed & Developed PL/SQL Validation procedures, packages to execute PO Requisition conversion to load data from staging table to interface tables & transferring those data into Oracle Applications.

**TECHNOLOGY USED**
- AP, PO, CM
- iExpense (11.5.9, 11.5.10.2 and R12)
- Developed many SQL scripts using UTL_FILE for extracting data from PO and INV module underlying tables to generate flat files for data conversion.

- Developed new Reports through Reports 10g and XML Publisher according to the business requirements like VAT/CST REPORTS for different States. (India Localization)